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Abstract: Fuzzy Transform (FT) is becoming popular in
the field of image processing applications. This paper
presents a novel low contrast image enhancement algorithm
using parametric Fuzzy Transform (pFT). To enhance the
contrast of poor quality images, initially we generate the
fuzzy components of the original image using parametric fuzzy partitions and then they are modified by simple
fuzzy probabilistic operators. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method outperforms the state-of-art
techniques, such as traditional histogram equalization and
adaptive histogram equalization in terms of qualitative and
quantitative evaluation.
Keywords: Contrast enhancement, fuzzy transform, parametric fuzzy transform, image enhancement.

INTRODUCTION
The visual quality of the image may be affected by numerous factors during transmission that causes uncertainty in
the image. The ability of fuzzy logic to dealt this uncertainty using conventional and rule-based technique is a
proven fact. Moreover, F-transform is an elaboration of
fuzzy IF-THEN modeling technique. The idea behind Ftransform is to decompose the universe of a function into
vectors of fuzzy components called skeletonmodels. Thus

F-transform can be represented as a linear combination
of fuzzy partitions or basic functions which take part in
approximating global information of the function.
The idea of fuzzy transform (F-transform) was first
introduced by Irina Perfilieva in 2006 [1]. Theory and
implementation of fuzzy transform as a mathematical tool
for engineering application show the ability of F-transform
to represent and approximate a function successfully [2].
These achievements make F-transform highly comparable with existing conventional transforms [16]. The design
simplicity and properties of F-transform make it suitable
for designing several signal and image processing applications in engineering field [1]–[4]. It has been proved
that the representation and approximation property of
F-transform depends on the characteristics of fuzzy partitions. To improve this property, L. Stefanini in [5] and [6]
suggested a parametric class of fuzzy partition by introducing a shape factor that forms parametric Fuzzy Transform
(pFT). This flexible parametric fuzzy partition allows estimating the shape of the partition so as to improve the quality
of representation and approximation. We make use of this
property of parametric fuzzy transform to enhance the poor
quality images.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the principle of F-transform and fuzzy partition. Detail
description of the theory of contrast enhancement algorithm is presented in Section 3. Experimental results
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Ak (x), k = 1, . . . , n − 1, strictly decreases on
[x , x ];
kn k+1
5.
k=1 Ak (x)=1, for all x ∈ [a, b];
6. Ak (xk − x)= Ak (xk + x), for all x ∈ [0, h], k =
2, . . . , n − 1;
7. Ak (x) = Ak−1 (x − h), for all k = 2, . . . , n − 1, x ∈
[xk , xk+1 ], and
Ak+1 (x) = Ak (x − h), for all k = 2, . . . , n − 1, x ∈
[xk , xk+1 ].

on contrast enhancement algorithm are then discussed
in Section 4 and finally, the conclusion is presented in
Section 5.

F-TRANSFORM AND FUZZY PARTITION
This section illustrates the principle and properties of
F-transform and associated fuzzy partition. The twodimensional F-transform of a function is a direct generalization of single variable transform discussed in [1]–
[3]. Let A1 , . . . , An be basic function defined on nodes
x1 , . . . , xn of interval [a,b] and B1 , . . . , Bm be another set
of basic function defined on nodes y1 , . . . , yn of interval [c,d], then the universe of two-dimensional image I
represented as [a, b] × [c, d] is partitioned as Ak × Bl
where k = 1, . . . , n and l = 1, . . . , m. F-transform of
image I denoted as Fkl (I ) is obtained from the following
formulation.
M N
i=1 I (i, j )Ak (i)Bl (j )
j =1
(1)
Fkl (I ) =
M N
j =1
i=1 Ak (i)Bl (j )

where h is radius or distance parameter, hk = xk+1 − xk
and h = (b−a)
. This non-parametric fuzzy partition can be
n−1
triangular or cosine shaped functions defined with equal
or unequal intervals [1]–[7]. Simple triangular shaped
fuzzy partition A1 , . . . , An defined on nodes x1 , . . . , xn are
represented as below:

1
1 − x−x
, x ∈ [x1 , x2 ]
h
A1 (x) =
(3)
0,
otherwise
⎧
x−xk−1
⎪
x ∈ [xk−1 , xk ]
⎪
⎨ hk−1 ,
x−xk
Ak (x) = 1 − h , x ∈ [xk , xk+1 ]
k
⎪
⎪
⎩0,
otherwise

Where elements of Fkl are called fuzzy components of I
w.r.t fuzzy partitions Ak and Bl . These components can
be mapped back to the original domain using inverse Ftransform as shown below;
Ik,nm (i, j ) =

m 
n


Fkl (I )Ak (i)Bl (j )

(2)

k=1 l=1

The fuzzy partitions, Ak and Bl can be either parametric
or non-parametric basic function depending upon choice.
The definition and properties of these two types of fuzzy
partitions (Recall from [1]–[3] and [5]–[7]) are listed here.
Definition 1. (Recall from [1]–[3]) Let x1 < · · · < xn be
fixed node in the interval [a, b], such that x1 =a, xn =b and
n ≥ 3 with fuzzy sets A1 , . . . , An characterized by membership function A1 (x), . . . , An (x) called basic function,
defined on [a, b]; forms fuzzy partition in the interval [a, b]
if it satisfies the following properties (1-5) for k = 1, . . . , n
and two additional properties (6 and 7) for equidistant fuzzy
partition for k = 2, . . . , n − 1;
1.
2.
3.
4.

 x−x

n−1

An (x) =

hn−1

0,

,

x ∈ [xn−1 , xn ]
otherwise

(4)

(5)

Later, to improve the performance of F-transform, L. Stefanini modified the existing non-parametric fuzzy partition
by introducing a parametric monotonic function p( : ) [5].
Definition 2. (Recall from [5]–[7]) To generate families
of fuzzy numbers A1 , . . . , An in the interval [a, b] which
are characterized by n−1 increasing functions L2 , . . . , Ln ,
a monotonic function p(t; β0 , β1 ), t ∈ [0, 1] is suggested
such that for any parameter β0 , β1 ≥ 0 satisfies following Hermite interpolation condition: p(0; β0 , β1 ) = 0,
p(1; β0 , β1 ) = 1, p (0; β0 , β1 ) = β0 , p  (1; β0 , β1 ) = β1
where p (t; β0 , β1 ) ≥ 0 for all t ∈ [0, 1] are right and left
derivatives at t = 0 and t = 1 respectively. Compared
to non-parametric partitions as in (3)-(5), the parametric
fuzzy partitions A1 , . . . , An are defined using increasing
functions L2 , . . . , Ln for k = 2, . . . , n − 1 as below;

Ak :[a, b] → [0, 1], Ak (xk )=1;
/ (xk−1 , xk+1 ) and x0 = a, xn+1 = b;
Ak (x)=0; if x ∈
Ak (x) is continuous;
Ak (x), k = 2, . . . , n, strictly increases on [xk−1 , xk ]
and
9104

A1 (x) = 1 − L2 (x); x ∈ [a, x2 ]

Ak (x) =

Lk (x),

x ∈ [xk−1 , xk ]

1 − Lk+1 (x), x ∈ [xk , xk+1 ]

(6)

(7)
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An (x) = Ln (x); x ∈ [xn−1 , b]
where Lk (xk−1 )=0, Lk (xk )=1 and Lk (x) is;

x − xk−1
; βk,0 , βk,1 ;
Lk (x) = p
xk − xk−1

(8)

(9)

The formulation of monotonic function p( : ) is obtained
based on mixed cubic-exponential spline as in [8]. We make
use this improved approximation and representation quality
of pFT to map the uncertainty.

PROPOSED CONTRAST ENHANCEMENT
ALGORITHM
In this section, we present novel contrast enhancement
technique using parametric fuzzy transform in conjunction with fuzzy logic operators. Work flow of proposed
contrast enhancement technique is illustrated in Fig. 1. Initially, the original image is split in to 5 × 5 block. Then
for each block, parametric fuzzy components are calculated with the help of triangular fuzzy partitions. Another
set of parametric fuzzy components are calculated using
fuzzy partitions generated by linguistic modifiers. Fuzzy
logic operations are performed on these two set of images
to generate a weight that improves the quality of image.
Finally, contrast enhanced image is obtained by applying
inverse parametric fuzzy transform.
More explicitly, fuzzy components for each image
blocks are initially calculated using (1) with the help of
parametric fuzzy partitions as discussed in section 2. The
parametric partitions, Ak and Bl in (1) are simple triangular
shaped membership functions designed with uniform intervals as shown in Fig. 1. Specific number of fuzzy partition
and size of input determines the quality of approximation of
global function. Therefore number of fuzzy partition must
be chosen carefully.
Secondly, triangular shaped basic functions are modified
as Amk , (Amk = CON(Ak ) = (Ak )2 )using linguistic modifier called concentration (CON) [10] to generate another
set of fuzzy components Fmkl as shown below.
M N
j =1
i=1 I (i, j )Amk (i)Bml (j )
(10)
Fmkl =
M N
j =1
i=1 Amk (i)Bml (j )
L. Zadeh, who introduced the idea of fuzzy sets and
system in 1965, proposed popular fuzzy set operations and
its properties in [9]–[11]. The standard fuzzy operations;

FIGURE 1. Work flow of proposed contrast enhancement
algorithm.

intersection, union, and complement used in probabilistic
or multi-valued space is termed as t-norm (also T-norm
or triangular norm), t-conorm and negation. Goguen [12]
and Bandler [13] proposed and studied a set of T-operators
(t-norm, t-conorm and negation) which are also called probabilistic operators. The probabilistic t-norm operators are
applied on two set of fuzzy components; Fkl and Fmkl to
find weight that improves image quality. Image scaling
weights W (Wi and Wu ) are probabilistic t-norm and tconorm respectively. T-conorm is slightly modified with
γ = 2.5 in our algorithm for better enhancement.
Wi (Fkl , Fmkl ) = Fkl .Fmkl
Wu (Fkl , Fmkl ) = 1 − (Fkl + Fmkl − γ Fkl .Fmkl )

(11)
(12)

Finally, contrast enhanced image Ien is obtained by
applying inverse parametric fuzzy transform (2) on t-norm
modified image Itkl generated from two weights. The symbol ◦ is Hadamard multiplication operator. It has to be noted
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FIGURE 2. Step by step implementation of proposed algorithm. Images from left to right and top to bottom: Original low
contrast image, Fuzzy component (Fkl ), Fuzzy component (Fmkl ), Modified by weight Wi , Modified by weight Wu , Enhanced
image after inverse operation.

FIGURE 3. Comparison of contrast enhancement techniques on Lena, Room and Land: From left to right: Original image,
Adaptive histogram equalization, Histogram equalization, Proposed parametric algorithm.
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Table 1. Objective measures of low contrast Lena, Room and Land images
Parameters
E
EMEE
PSNR

Original
2.6665
0.1376
20.23

Lena image
HE
AHE
2.6188 5.3629
9.3692
0.535
29.65
32.445

Proposed
6.2506
69.85
38.6189

Room image
HE
AHE
5.5086
6.8554
8.6131
7.5372
32.37
33.8391

Original
5.5801
0.9155
30.56

that, selection of fuzzy partition in the inverse operation
depends on weight used to generate Itkl . More clearly, if
Wi is used to generate Itkl , fuzzy partition Amk is selected
for inverse operation and Ak otherwise.
Itkl = W ◦ I

Ien =

m 
n


Itkl Amk (i)Bml (j )

(13)

(14)

k=1 l=1

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to analyze the efficacy of proposed contrast
enhancement algorithm on low contrast images we have
compared it with common image enhancement techniques:
histogram equalization and adaptive histogram equalization. In addition, we have chosen three low contrast images;
Lena, Room and Land as shown in following figures.
There is no universal measure which can specify both
subjective and objective validity of enhancement method
[14].
Figure 3 demonstrates subjective evaluation of gradual
enhancement in original low contrast image with subimages. Both the weights W ( : ) calculated from fuzzy
components result contrast enhanced image. Comparative study illustrate in Fig. 4 helps to understand that:
though histogram equalization techniques result white and
black patches in enhanced image, it is suited for poor
quality gray scale image enhancement compared to adaptive histogram. However, proposed parametric approach
results better visual quality image (without grains) in both
gray and color images. That is proposed method mimic
histogram equalization without side effects. Among several quantitative measures, we choose Shannon entropy
(E) and measure of enhancement by entropy (EME) [15]
with average quality metric PSNR to describe degree of
enhancement of algorithms. Measures in Table 1 clearly
describes the efficacy of proposed method.

Proposed
7.2919
22.7596
37.2644

Original
5.7662
6.35
28.98

Land
HE
5.7772
204.67
35.45

image
AHE
6.5722
23.993
38.20

Proposed
7.6854
729.01
46.011

CONCLUSION
Application of parametric fuzzy transform for low contrast image enhancement is relatively a new concept. In
this paper, we have presented how simple fuzzy operations
in parametric fuzzy domain could help in designing such
a contrast enhancement algorithm. Modified parametric
partition and t-norm operators helped in improving quality of enhanced image. The experimental results showed
that both in qualitative and quantitative aspect, proposed
method generated good quality image compared to existing common enhancement methods. While analyzing the
characteristics of images, we could say that proposed
parametric fuzzy domain approach mimics well-known
histogram equalization technique without much artifacts.
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